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A lta  M esa
by Lance Nizami
I march between the tall, broad wrought-iron gates into the stone-fields
The stones do not move, do not speak, do not greet me
Some are polished smooth, and some are rough
Some are granite-dark, some marble-white, and some grainy limestone
Some say him-and-her, and some just him
Some are regimental: small identical white marble, names of military units there inscribed 
Regardless, all are quiet
Sometimes, one will have a stone or pinecone on its curving top
Each, from time to time, will suffer scratches from a bird's thin claws 
The flat sides face toward the road, toward the visitors, with names 
The names mean nothing to me, none familiar
Some names are Anglo-Saxon, some are Pacific Islanders, some are Russian
Other names are German Jews; the rare Iranian's there, as well 
The Japanese have their place, the Chinese theirs
The Chinese slabs are busiest of all, carved with ideograms 
Accomplishments of persons listed, elaborately, one by one,
And all around is the sunshine
Wide plots of green grass, mown, have slabs set flat
The killdeer walk amongst those slabs; each killdeer to its own flat patch
They're always there; what do they seek?
You cannot speak to them; they're not approachable
But, they don't flee too far away, oh no
They find another place to walk amongst the slabs
I walk amongst the upright stones; I have the sun, the solitude 
I walk amongst the stones so that I walk amongst the stones tomorrow 
Threatened, once, that I might have a stone, I turned to walk
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I pass the red-tile-roofed, pink-stuccoed, large, cool airy chapel 
The sample carvings sit out front; they make me think:
Perhaps someday, but not today, and not tomorrow
The stones do not move, do not speak, do not greet me 
I march out of the tall broad wrought-iron gates into reality.
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